
From: Lamb Chiropractic Clinic [mailto:Lambchiro@btinternet.com] 
Sent: 01 May 2018 15:20
To: 'Chairman@conservatives.com'
Subject: To chair of the Conservative party

Dear Chair,

I am writing to you today on a serious constitutional matter. The
Prime Minister has refused to respond to a complaint. She has not
carried out her protocols and procedures as per her own code of
conduct, but rather is seemingly oblivious to the laws of the land.
Please read my last two unanswered letters. All of our other
communications are on my website www.justiceforautism.co.uk
which is a chronology of much of what has been happening over the
past 6 years. You will see that child x was wrongly diagnosed and
labelled a naughty boy with bad parents rather than high
functioning autism, ADHD and post-traumatic stress from the
wrong treatment by social services, education, council and being out
in the world in general.

This case is just one of countless thousands and needs to be
seriously investigated due to the clear cover up (social services,
education, council, BCA, GCC, Prime Minister’s office and the Prime
Minister) which has caused immense difficulties for the family.   Can
you please assist me in this regard?

The Prime Minister must resign for breaches of protocols,
procedures and law. She has a clear conflict of interest as she
suppressed this case as Home Secretary.

Justice must not just be seen to be done, but actually be done.

H Lamb DC

http://www.justiceforautism.co.uk/
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											        12th February, 2018









Prime Minster Theresa May

10 Downing Street

London SW1A 2AA





Dear Prime Minister,



I wrote to you initially on May 16, 2017 inquiring as to why an investigation has not been conducted into the allegations of child abuse by the State of disabled children through wrong and non-diagnosis. I further wrote and explained how and why it happens, in a subsequent letter dated July 6, 2017. For six months I was pushed around your various departments, getting nowhere as the course of justice was perverted by way of deflection and deferrals. I asked for a copy of your complaints procedure and for all the paperwork pertinent to my complaint from you and your departments and have received nothing to date except more attempts to throw me off track.



As such in light of the foregoing, this behaviour puts you in breach of your very own Code of Practice. MPs have been investigated and Ministers have left their posts yet you appear to not have to comply. I presume you would have acted ethically but due to the enormity of the problem you had to politically safeguard your party and so did nothing.  Surely the author of the Code must honour and abide by it and if not able to do so, resign.



I also stated I would be prepared to take this out of your hands and ask the nation to help, albeit reluctantly.  Throughout the last 7 years of my quest for truth and justice for this family of patients, I have kept within professional channels. Partly due to the confines of patient confidentiality and the huge pressures upon the family, who are not in a position to fight the system.



The rest was because I believed in the system. This most certainly is no longer the case since I have been through every part from Care Workers to Prime Ministers with my case study. It is clear to me your predecessor knew of my case as did former Minister Sir Mike Penning. David Howell the former Chief Executive & Registrar of the General Chiropractic Council (2011-2016) was made aware over five years ago and hid serious complaints prior to his retirement. 



As I said in my letter to you of August 11, 2017 it has been a catastrophic failure veiled by an immense cover-up. 



I look forward to a quick response. 



Yours sincerely,











H Lamb DC
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March 26, 2018





Prime Minster Theresa May

10 Downing Street

London SW1A 2AA.





Dear Mrs May,

 

In a short period of time it will be a year since I contacted you asking why there had not been an investigation into my allegations of systematic abuse of children in your care due to non and wrong diagnosis. 



In my profession you can be sued or removed from the register for wrong diagnosis and hence wrong treatment. I have seen this clearly in my case study of Child X. If a complaint is made I have no choice, I am duty bound to answer it. It would seem, you, the Regulators, Chairs and presumably everyone in between, have either totally ignored or fudged all complaints. Surely this is unconstitutional, illegal, immoral, unethical and certainly more totalitarian than democratic.

 

Your non response contravenes the Whistle Blower Act, Transparency/Freedom of Information Act, Duty of Care and your own Code of Ethical Practice.



By this practise of not responding you deem yourself unfit to hold your position and perhaps should demonstrate the decorousness to step down. To date, I am still waiting for your response to my previous communications, specifically my repeated requests for all of the paperwork and an explanation for this contemptable behaviour.  Do please respond.



Yours sincerely, 









H Lamb DC






